
requiring that the products be monitored for 
contamination by toxic cyanobacteria. Also, 
Spindi~ia's popularity has led to the marketing of 
other types of cyanobacteria, Anabaei~a and 
Aphanizotneizon, which have highly poisonous 
strains. Without "sophisticated biochemical 
tests," he warns, "the safety of these items is 
questionable." 

Trading Organs 
For Dollars? 

"Indecent Proposals?" by Margaret Davidson, in Tlie 
New Physician (Oct. 1993), American Medical Student 
Assn., 1890 Preston White Dr., Reston, Va. 22091. 

Each year, kidneys, hearts, livers, and other or- 
gans are transplanted from some 4,500 brain- 
dead or otherwise deceased individuals into 
critically ill patients. But that leaves more than 
2,500 patients each year who die because they 
never receive transplants. Should families of 
potential organ donors be offered cash in order 
to boost the number of donations? An increas- 
ing minority of specialists and patients say yes, 
according to Davidson, a freelance writer. 

"We're killing too many people who don't 
have to die," asserts Auburn University econo- 
mist Andrew Barnett. "There are a lot of people 
who would be willing to have their organs har- 
vested if there were a profit motive involved and 
if they were asked." He favors a full-fledged 
market approach: Spot markets would provide 
for paying the families of donors; futures mar- 
kets would pay potential donors for the right to 
remove organs after they die. 

But most advocates of compensation-wluch 
is now illegal-have something much less radi- 
cal in mind, Davidson says. Dr. Thomas Peters, 
director of the Jacksonville (Florida) Transplant 
Center, for example, thinks that lump-sum death 
benefit payments of $1,000 to the family might 
be appropriate. Dr. Stephen Jensik, a transplant 
surgeon at Chicago's Rush-Presbyterian-St. 
Luke's Hospital, favors paying $2,000 to the 
donor's family to help defray funeral expenses. 

Most medical and other specialists in fields 
related to transplantation are against offering 
any financial compensation, however. One sur- 

Have a Rice Day 

In American Historical Review (Oct. 1993), 
Peter A. Coclanis of the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill ponders the 
meaning of rice. 

Rice (Oryza sativa) has sh& the lives of 
relatively fezu Westerners over fiine. It has 
doiiziizated the lives of fewer still. Wlzile the 
cereal has been known in the West sinceantiq- 
uity, its production and consi~iizption for the 
most part have been of only minor importa~zce, 
occurring at the margin of Western foodzuays. 
That we speak of breadzoi~zners rather than 
riceiuir1izers and pray for our daily bread rather 
than our daily rice fells us something about the 
hold of bread-priiilarily zulzeat bread-on the 
Western world. In the East, where the rice 
plant originated, things are far different; . . . 
in that part of the zuorld, rice is indeed king. 
That the Iizdiaiz word for rice, dl~anya, means 
"sustainer of the human race," that the name 
of the Buddha's father, Suddlzodana, the sisth- 
c e n t i ~ t y - ~ . ~ .  king of Nepal, literally means 
"pure rice," and that the idiomatic expression 
"Have you eaten your rice today?" was a po- 
life way of saying hello in traditional Chinese 
society only begins to convey the place of rice 
in the East. 

vey found that 78 percent of neurosurgeons and 
79 percent of critical-care nurses were opposed. 
Foes of compensation fear that physicians might 
not do their utmost to save lives if they knew that 
the family would get some form of payment if 
the patient died. They also worry that a market 
system would favor wealthy transplant patients. 

One way that organ donations might be in- 
creased without providing financial compensa- 
tion, Davidson points out, would be if more 
physicians were simply to ask families of poten- 
tial donors about it. A survey of neurosurgeons 
indicated that many now do not regard that as 
their responsibility or are reluctant to place an 
additional burden on grieving families. 
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